Examples of use in restaurant
Afrormosia for a counter
Zebra wood for a counter
It is used Afromosia (7m long) for a main counter and zebra wood
(6m long) for a sub counter at a Japanese restaurant in Osaka.

Cedar for a counter and table

Ginkgo for a cutting board

ISETAN Singapore (Japan Food Town)
We made an L-shaped counter and table with cedar. In
accordance with the local climate, we did extra hard
painting with 5 times the strength of urethane finish.
Japanese restaurant in
Susukino, Hokkaido
The chef in this premium
restaurant is pleased with
this original cutting board.

Japanese raisin tree

Genuine Mahogany

Monkey pod

Conference room
of trading company

It is used Japanese raisin tree for a long table in a
pretty café.
Conference room of
trading company

Oak(Piano painting with gradation)

Walnut

Reception room of bank

Reception room

Japanese Traditional Crafts

－Indigo dyeing－

Foreigners who came to Japan in the Meiji era were
fascinated by the appearance of the blue town.
British scientists fascinated by this indigo are said to
have named this color Japan Blue.
Indigo is a living thing, it changes color with one method
of raising and dyeing. This rich “Japan blue", it is the
sensitivity of Japanese people to enjoy the subtle
difference.

indigo dyeing is a dye that uses indigo
pigment contained in plants. It was also the
color that warriors of Sengoku Samurai
liked and went to war with in the past.
We tried indigo dyeing which is usually a
dyeing method of cloth as a coating of
wood plate. And this is an excellent article
pursuing the ultimate Japanese beauty.

horse chestnut
（Dinning table）

Ash tree

horse chestnut
（Computer desk）

Ash tree

Zelkova
（Piano painting with gradation）

Cedar

ginkgo
(Piano painting）

Ash tree（Low table）

Japanese Traditional Crafts
－piano painting ,plant dyeing －

It is the highest rank of
woodworking paint finished
by craftsmen who knew
about mirror finish painting,
and the piano painting
which processes with
excellent technique is
finished like real mirrors.

Castor aralia（plant dyeing）

Hop hornbeam（piano painting）

Horse chestnut（piano painting with gradation）

Strength point 1

It is possible from lumber to completion
Various of wood plate of 100
wood species, 6,000 pcs
We manage each sticker with a barcode attached
one by one.
Lumber ⇒ arrival ⇒ inspection ⇒ photography ⇒
natural drying process is all carried out inside the
company.
We have all the stock information on the net so that
everyone can see it.

Processing

1

3
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Adjust dimensions
We will make final arrangements of dimensions
determined by customer's request. We will
also make detailed arrangements on how to
crack etc.
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Process with sander

Process with planer
Craftsmen with good skill carefully look at each
and finish it. We will correct the warp which is
easy to put on a solid board and adjust the
thickness as well.
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Repair of cracks
Craftsmen repair all small cracks by hand.

The craftsman finishes the surface up to the
stage before painting. There is no roughness
even when touching by hand.

Painting

Completion

Craftsmen repeat painting and scraping by 4
to 5 steps by hand in both oil finishing and
urethane painting.

It is completed with the legs attached. Iron
legs, wooden legs and various types are
available.

Examples of furniture

Monkey pod

Birds Eye maple

Walnut

Yakushima cedar

Zelkova

Teak

Ginkgo

Walnut tree

Strength point 2

Stock searching system is available

Latest examples introduced a lot

http://itakura-order.jp/

Strength point 3

3．Searching system

２．Simulation system

１．Web site

http://sys.itakura-order.jp/order/

Easy search and inquiry by
selecting conditions

http://sys.itakura-order.jp/agency/
Simulation by choosing board,
painting, legs

Various exhibition styles are available

1. Warehouse

This is in the head office of Yamagataya Industry
Co., Ltd.
It is thoroughly dried here until it is processed
after arrival.
This warehouse is recommended for those who
want to see from many wood plate.
Some of roughly machined boards and painted
panels are also exhibited.

Address: 1-3 Miyamachi, Ginan-cho, Hashima-gun
Gifu-Pref. Japan 501-6019
Yamagataya Industry Co., Ltd.
Mail
: info@ymg-s.co.jp
WEB http://www.ymg-s.co.jp

2．Showroom Sakura

This is a showroom where about 100 kinds of finished
boards are exhibited.
First of all, this showroom is recommended for those
who want to see the image of the finished product of
solid single plate, want to see the difference in the
atmosphere of each tree type. (Because it is a
reservation system, first call us, please)

Address: 2-11 Nishi Godo, Gifu-City
Gifu-Pref. Japan
Showroom Sakura

